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LOCATION



THE RESORT

•Vijayshree Resort & Heritage Village is located amidst 
Hospet and Hampi. Hampi - The city of Bijadnagar 
(Vijayanagara) is such that the pupil of the eye hasn't 
seen before or the ear hasn't heard off . . . The 
hospitality of the Kingdom was such that, was never 
experienced before and shall be experienced 
henceforth. A UNESCO World Heritage Site located in 
east-central Karnataka, India. 

•It’s one of its kind in the whole of India and has been 
accredited by the Limca Book of world records as the 
only Vegetarian, Smoke and Alcohol free Resort. 
Interpreting the superior culture and Indian Hospitality 
the resort houses 43 cottages in a man-made forest of 
more than 60,000 trees with vast rolling Manicured 
Lawns, Water-Bodies, Swimming Pool, Club House, 
Spa, Coffee Shop, Restaurant, Conference Halls, 
Marriage Halls, Helipad and Entertainment and 
Activity area it is a perfect destination for a truly 
indulged stay.



PROXIMITY

GETTING HERE

Take the road:

Hospet: (5 km approx.) Hampi: (8 km 
approx.) Bangalore:(338 km approx.) 
Goa: (342 km approx.)Hyderabad: 
(419 km approx.)

By rail:

Hospet railway station: (4.5 Km 
approx.)

Fly by:
Airport closest to the resort

Vidyanagar Airport: (32 km approx.)

Helipad:

Vijayshree resort & heritage village



DESIGN 
PHILOSOPHY
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OVERVIEW

A stay in our Resorts with 5 star 
amenities would help the guest 
to unwind both the body and 
the mind. Our design layout is 
based on the philosophy of 
Pancha Bhoota - the Five 
Elements comprising Earth, Fire, 
Wind, Water and Sky. Unlike 
conventional resorts, our resort 
puts you in touch with the 
Satvik Indian lifestyle, with 
absolutely no room for smoking 
and alcohol consumption -
endorsing a pure vegetarian 
diet.



COTTAGES 
AND 

SUITES



HERITAGE 
KUTIA

Basic luxury cottage featuring 

splendid furniture and soothing 

interior handmade designs crafted to 

perfection in an authentic style with 

the

facility of twin bed and with a 

landscape of hill fenced expanse.



HERITAGE 
VILLA

Offering a unique 

opportunity to relax and 

rejuvenate on your 

corporate holidays with an 

authentic style and modern 

amenities, heritage villa

extends a luxurious stay 

with queen bed and other 

convenient facilities

for your corporate meetings 

and events.



ROYAL HAVELI

Designed with meticulous details of 

handmade wall paintings, experience 

tranquility at Royal Haveli with all the 

luxurious amenities including

large bed and bath tub.



PRESIDENTIAL
SUITE

Indulge in elegance and 

luxury with Mewar inspired 

handmade design on the

walls of the Presidential 

Suite with the dining space 

and Jacuzzi.



DINING
DESTINATION

Rich tradition of Dining service

At your service, we at Vijayshree Resort & 
Heritage Village have 4 Restaurants and a 
Coffee Shop to Quench your Craving for 
Appetite.



AJEET
RESTAURANT

Ajeet Restaurant is a Multi-cuisine 
veg restaurant (Italian / Chinese / 
Indian / Continental). Enjoy the 
authentic Indian fare with a twist 
that we serve at Ajeet Restaurant. 
Tantalize your taste buds with our 
signature dish, accompanied by 
home made phulkas.



MANVAR

Experience the authentic Rajasthani 
cuisine at this restaurant served in 
typical Rajasthani style with different 
varieties of Rajasthani dishes like Dal-
Bati-Churma and more..



MEHFIL
DHARBAR

Here we let you Gobble the 
Maharaja Thali which is the food of 
the Maharaja's and the Royalty. The 
Scenic Beauty of the Sunset over 
our Resort is best visible from the 
Mehfil Darbar.



COFFEE
SHOP

Let's one unwind with the dawning 
morning sun for breakfast, which is spread 
with the variety of south Indian, north 
Indian and an English breakfast in a 
decadent range of dishes. Also enjoy the 
birds chirping around you while breakfast.



FOREST FEVER
105

Enjoy a dinner at this stunning 
venue enlivened by the soothing 
sound of flowing water and 
overlooking landscaped tiered 
gardens intimately decorated with 
traditional flowers and lit with 
lamps in a forest.



MEETINGS
AND

EVENTS



VIJAYANAGAR
HALL

Vijayshree resort and heritage 
village is dedicated in making 
your events extraordinary and 

gala and leave lingering 
memories eternally.

The choice is yours, we have facilities to 
host a very big and high profile meeting 
in our Vijayanagar air conditioned 
convention hall  with a seating capacity 
of 700 (Theater) 240 (Cluster) 160 ( U 
Shape). The venues for the events be it 
cooperate event or casual get to gathers 
are decorated with the ancient style of 
the Vijayanagar empire and traditional 
tapestries, the rooms are well equipped 
with the latest technologies.



NIRVANA
ATRIUM

A mini conference hall for all occasions be it a meeting, party or casual 
get together, all the events can be hosted in this atrium located in the 
swimming pool and nirvana health club, the sitting capacity is 80. 



WEDDINGS
DESTINATION

A wedding is a grand occasion, 
very colorful and very lavish 

with a lot of pomp and show.

The festivities of the Wedding begin 
at least a week in advance. The 
guests, the get together, the music 
and dance all are a part of this 
extravaganza. It is almost like a 
festival, the festivities and 
celebrations all around, create an 
aura of joy and excitement. In such 
an environment, one’s happiness 
knows no bounds.



UNFORGETTABLE
MEMORIES

INSPIRED CELEBRATIONS

Weddings  are celebrated in legendry style 
at Vijayshree resort & heritage village. The 
traditional Indian wedding is exotic and 
spiritual in every way. Its very much as 
romantic as it gets getting married in the 
unique splendor of traditional Indian style, 
architecture combined with contemporary 
design touches at Vijayshree

A wedding at our venue provides for a 
unique cultural unforgettable memories 



VIJAYANAGAR
HALL

We at Vijayshree resort have such 
environment and facilities to host grand, 
magical, mesmerizing and dream 
weddings. Our resorts panoramic view, 
the greenery, luxurious accommodations 
and setting will capture the heart and 
minds of your beloved guests.

The main event where the marriage is 
solemnized and the vows are exchanged 
the venues is our Vijayanagar air 
conditioned marriage hall which houses 
all the necessary facilities for the grand 
occasion.

With a seating capacity of 700 (Theater) 
240 (Cluster) 160 ( U Shape).



KRISHNADEVARAYA 
LAWNS

We at Vijayshree resort have such 
environment and facilities to host 
grand, magical, mesmerizing and 
dream weddings. Our resorts 
panoramic view, the greenery, 
luxurious accommodations and 
setting will capture the heart and 
minds of your beloved guests.

For the fairy day celebrations and all 
the ceremonies indulged during the 
festivity we at our resort have the 
facilities of open air stage and 
seating 2000 people, open air 
dinning below the enchanting stars 
all spread on the landscaped lawns of 
your choice. To support the occasion 
there is an open kitchen to facilitate 
the need for the cooking the 
delicious recipes. Total lawn area of 
81,000 sqft.



KRISHNADEVARAYA 
LAWNS



HARI HARA
DOWNS

In keeping with our underlined theme of warm and sincere hospitality in true local fashion, you 
will find all of your wedding arrangements a breeze, entertainment for your guests. We offer a 
smaller lawn named Hari Hara Downs which can accommodate 500 people for outdoor 
functions and gatherings. Total area of 22,500 sqft.



WEDDING 
DECORATIONS

At Vijayshree there is a galore of decoration material available for all 
occasions to suite the likeness of the party and the  guests, be it arches, 
flower decorations, lightings, name it you get it all.



RECREATION
AND

REJUVENATE



NIRVANA
SWIMMING 

POOL

Vijayshree resort and heritage village 
houses the swimming pool in the Club 
house, the swimming pool is above the 
ground level with a child pool intricate 
along the main pool.

The cool blue waters of the pool is 
tempting to take a dive in it and have fun, 
the vast deck is furnished with couches to 
have a sun bath and sun tan, it’s a most 
visited place at the resort by both foreign 
and Indian guests, The swim suits are sold 
in house for those who want to swim but 
do not have their swim suits with them.



NIRVANA SPA

Relax, reflect, revitalize, and 
rejoice your mind spirit and 

body at Nirvana spa at 
Vijayshree resort and 

heritage village.

At Nirvana much coveted option 
at Hampi, you can experience 
the power of therapeutic and 
traditional holistic Ayurvedic and 
Hamam treatments, providing a 
voyage towards absolute 
wellness and inner balance.



YOGA

“Do not feel lonely. The entire 
universe is inside of you.”

As the day winds in our daily life, 
faced with the task of competition in 
every aspect, health has become the 
most important issue amidst the 
people these days. It’s important to 
balance a good health with the daily 
hectic routine, which does not 
demand hours of workout or 
extended time in a gym.

Yoga is one of the most recognized 
ways for enhancing our body and 
mind state. Few minutes of yoga in 
morning or any time during the day is 
helpful in enhancing and maintaining 
good health and personality. Yoga has 
several essential benefits on our 
body-mind.



IN THE 
KNOW

Hampi - The city of Bijadnagar 
(Vijayanagara) is such that the 

pupil of the eye hasn't seen 
before or the ear hasn't heard 
off . . . The hospitality of the 
Kingdom was such that, was 

never experienced before and 
shall be experienced 

henceforth.

A UNESCO World Heritage 
Site located in east-central 
Karnataka, India. It became the 
centre of the Hindu Vijayanagara 
Empire capital in the 14th 
century. Chronicles left by 
Persian and European travelers, 
particularly the Portuguese, 
state Hampi was a prosperous, 
wealthy and grand city near the 
Tungabhadra River.



MATANGA 
HILL

Probably Matunga Hill is the most 
talked about hill in Hampi. Let it be its 
central location, the oversold 
sunset/sunrise view or the myths 
associated with it, this hill commands 
a special attraction.

Being at the centre of Hampi, and 
also the highest point, Matanga 
hilltop is the best spot to get an aerial 
view of Hampi and it's environs.



TUNGABHADRA 
DAM

The Tungabhadra Dam is 
constructed across the 
Tungabhadra River, a 

tributary of the Krishna 
River. The dam is near the 

town of Hospet in Karnataka.

The dam gets filled with water 
during rains and water is 
supplied to the canals. It fulfils 
requirements of irrigation of 
land, production of electricity as 
well as prevents natural 
disasters like floods. Over the 
years, the site of the reservoir 
has become a popular picnic or 
tourist spot.
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GET IN TOUCH

V.R. Bhurat Nagari, Malpangudi,

Hampi Road,

Hospet - 583201. KA, INDIA.

Call us at +91 99000 99400 /

+91 99801 27628

Mail us at: reservation@vijayshreeresort.com

Visit us at: www.vijayshreeresort.com


